N AT U R A L M O S S T I L E S ,
ISLANDS & SPHERES FROM VTEC
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Arctic Moss is the beautiful greyishcoloured lichen that forms large mats
over the ground in boreal and arctic
regions around the circumpolar north.
It grows on the surface of bare soil or
gravel in the enchanting wild nature
of northern forests.
The symbiosis of fungus and algae
absorbs moisture from the humid air,
making arctic moss an important
indicator of air purity.
It’s not only fire retardant and
generally maintenance free, it’s also
an excellent way of introducing
natural elements into interiors.

Have a project in mind? Discuss with our experts now, call 03307 00 00 30

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Natural - Handmade from moss from the forest floor

Great natural feel, bring the outdoors indoors

Integrated with a hook-and-loop backing fabric

Enables secure installation

16 different colours

Huge creative scope to mix and match

Virtually maintenance free

Stays looking good, no intensive maintenance cost

Can be cut to shape with integrated colours

Allows real flair to shine through

Biophilic – people love it!

It is no secret that connecting with nature is good for
you... It’s also great to include it in the office too!

Acoustic properties

Soaks up sound - aW coefficient of 0.45, Class D Absorber
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Want to know more?
Call us on 03307 00 00 30

A DYNAMIC PRODUCT THAT
ACCENTUATES INTERIOR
DESIGN ON WALLS

O UR UNI Q UE

ISLANDS

The inspiration for the design of this
piece of art was an archipelago. Islands
are available in three different sizes;
each size has a slightly different shape.
By clustering several islands they add
an extra dimension to interior design.
Arctic Moss Islands can be attached to
the wall with an installation plate
developed especially for this purpose.
This installation plate also enables
adjustments of the product on the wall
and makes it easy to move it if desired.
Arctic Moss Islands are available in
several beautiful colours. Used as a
single item it is a highlight in any space;
in a large group they create a
spectacular interior design solution.

DIMENSIONS:

INSTALLATION:

Small
Medium
Large

Supplied with Installation Kit for wall

27 x 26 x 10 cm
44 x 36 x 12 cm
57 x 47 x 14 cm

EDGES: Mossed
WEIGHT:
Small
Medium
Large

approx. 0.6 kg
approx. 1.4 kg
approx. 2.1 kg

installation. Fix installation plate to wall,
hook the Arctic Moss Island onto it.
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BASE:

INSTALLATION:

Lightweight core with integral
support to enable suspension of
other spheres below (NB: ensure
adequate support for the combined
weight is provided).

Metal eye supplied with brackets.
Hanging wire, wire clamps, screw hook
and screw anchor included for hanging.
Screw metal eye bracket to ceiling and
connect hanging wire to both the
bracket and Arctic Moss Sphere.

DIMENSIONS:

EN H A NCE YO UR S PACE WI TH

SPHERES

Arctic Moss Spheres are designed to
bring focus and joy to the upper part of
a room. Spheres take their shape from
the action and interaction of simple
physical and natural laws. Arctic Moss
Spheres bring this naturally into your
indoor space. There are four sizes that
can be used in groups to provide a
unique aspect to your space, whether
hanging at the same or different levels.
Spheres can be hung above one
another, offering more imaginative
ways to use them. Used singly or in
groups, in one or several colours, they
add a soft and appealing highlight to
interior design.

Discover the whole Vtec range! Visit vtecgroup.co.uk

X-Small
Small
Medium
Large

ø 23 cm
ø 33 cm
ø 37 cm
ø 60 cm

WEIGHT:
X-Small
Small
Medium
Large

1.0 kg approx
2.2 kg approx
3.0 kg approx
7.6 kg approx

Spheres can be suspended
from each other as shown.
(NB: ensure adequate
support for the combined
weight is provided).
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COLOUR CHART
All Arctic Moss products are available in 16 beautiful colours, offering great possibilities for creating different styles and
atmospheres. Arctic Moss is a natural material and always has individual features. Therefore, colour variations are characteristic
of the moss products and this chart is given only as an indication. Due to the natural pigment used to colour Arctic Moss taking
time to dry, wear gloves and protect nearby surfaces to prevent transfer of pigment until drying is complete.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS &
MAINTENANCE

Arctic Moss is an effective flameretardant material and retards the
ignition of the underlay material used.
Arctic Moss Panels absorb sound, in
particular the frequencies at which
speech occurs. Arctic Moss is meant
only for indoor use and does not need
any special maintenance. If the interior’s
relative humidity (RH) is under 40%,
moss dries and may break easily. Above
40%, it will start to soften and at higher
levels will stay soft. (Industry advice is
that appropriate RH levels for an office
environment should be around 50%).
Handle carefully wearing gloves. (NB:
especially in drier locations, there can
be some dropping of particles of moss
which can be simply vacuumed up).

Lime Green 13

Olive Green 16

Leaf Green 26

Dark Green 2*

Yellow 06

Fall Yellow 10

May Green 15

Apple Green 35

Orange 66

Red 11

Brown 85*

Natural 0**

*
**

These colours are susceptible to colour variation.
Natural 00 is not coloured, and in time can change
yellow/brownish due to natural changes.

NB: Do not install Arctic Moss in direct sunlight.

Fuchsia 45

Blue 02

Marine 03*

Carbon Black 99*

NB: Please note that due to natural colour variations of the
product, and also printing and rendering tolerances,
these colours may be taken as a guide only.

Need advice or inspiration for
your space? Contact our expert
team, we’d be happy to help.
Call 03307 00 00 30
Email sales@vtecgroup.co.uk
Visit vtecgroup.co.uk
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